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Computer Networks
A collection of computers and devices interconnected to facilitate sharing of memory,
information, and electronic documents
Advantages












Sharing of Files
 The key benefit of a computer network is that it facilitates its users to share files,
and to access files that are stored on a remote computer.
 This saves the time required to copy a file from one system to another by using a
storage device such as a pen drive or a CD-ROM
 The most important of advantage of network file sharing is that allow multiple
users to collaborate on the same project through the network.
Sharing of Resources
 Computer networks facilitate the users to share the limited and otherwise
expensive resources among: a number of computing devices. For example, in a
computer lab, there may be 30 computers but only one or two printers
Increased Storage Capacity
 Attaching a number of computers to the network enables sharing of files.
 Files stored on one computer can easily be accessed by another computer.
 A standalone computer may have limited storage capacity, but when several
computers are connected together, the storage memory of all these computers can
be made available for each computer.
Increased Cost Efficiency
 The software packages available in the market are costly and take time for
installation.
 Computer networks are a feasible cost-efficient solution as they allow software to
be stored or installed on one computer which can then be shared among other
computers connected on the same network.
Sharing of Load
 If one computer is designated to carry out all the jobs, then it is very likely that the
computer will slow down, thereby taking hours to complete all the jobs.
 Hence, a better option is to transfer the extra jobs to another machine (connected
on the same network) for execution.
 This greatly improves the performance of the system.
Facilitating Communications
 Using a network, users can communicate efficiently and easily through electronic
mail (e-mail) and instant messaging, thereby allowing the exchange of important
messages in a speedy manner without wasting a paper.

Disadvantages of computer network:




If the server fails, applications cannot be accessed, this can lead to data loss.
If the server is hacked, it can lead to misuse of data.
Network management is difficult and tedious job
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Network Topologies
The network topology refers to the schematic description of the arrangement of a network. It
refers to the actual geometric layout of computers and other devices connected to the
network.


Bus Topology



Star Topology



Mesh Topology



Hybrid Topology

Bus Topology
In bus topology each computer or server is connected to a single cable. When node want to
send a message to another node, it creates a message and adds the address of the recipient to
it. Then it checks whether line is free or not. If the line is free, it places the message on the
line. Else , it wait until the channel become available.
Advantages


Easy to install and connect a new device to the network



Requires less cable length, so inexpensive



Failure of a single node does not affect the network

Disadvantages


Failure in the cable shuts the entire network



In case of network shutdown, difficult to identify problem



As the number of nodes increases, speed slows down
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Star Topology:

Each node is connected to a central hub with a point-to-point connection. All traffic that
traverses the network passes through the central hub. The hub acts as a signal repeater. When
a node has to send a message to another node connected to the network, it will first send that
message the message and then send it to the destination node.
Advantages


Easy to install and detect faults



New nodes can be connected easily



Failure of node (except the hub) does not affect the network

Disadvantages


Requires more cable length than bus topology, so expensive



If the central hub fails, the entire network is shut down

Ring Topology

All nodes are connected to each other, so that every node is connected directly to nodes on
either side of it. In ring network message travel through the ring in a circular fashion in the
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same direction (either clockwise or anticlockwise). A failure in any cable or device breaks the
loop and can cause the network to shutdown.

Advantages



Best suited for networks that do not have a hub
More reliable, easy to install, can span over larger distances

Disadvantages




Causes delay in communication
Difficult to diagnose the fault; if one node fails, the entire network is shut down
Difficult to add or remove nodes from the network

Mesh Topology
Every node is connected to every other node on the network using a separate physical link.
Mesh topology involves the concept of routes. In network message can take any of the
several possible paths from the source to the destination.
Advantages


Failure of a node does not affect the entire network



Communication is fast. No traffic problem



Ensures security of data. Easy to detect network errors

Disadvantages


Most expensive network and difficult to install

Hybrid Topology


In real world, a pure star, pure ring, or pure bus is rarely used. Rather, a combination
of two or more topologies is preferred like a star–ring and the star–bus networks.



The exact configuration of a hybrid network depends on the needs and structure of the
organization where it is deployed.
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Advantages
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reliable as Error detecting and trouble shooting is easy.
Effective.
Scalable as size can be increased easily.
Flexible.

Disadvantages
1. Complex in design.
2. Costly.
Types of Network






Local Area Network
Wide Area Network
Metropolitan Area Network
Campus/Corporate Area Network
Personnel Area Network

Local Area Network
Used to connect computers and devices in a limited geographical area such as home, school,
computer laboratory, office building, or a closely positioned group of buildings. LANs are
typically owned, controlled and managed by a single person or an organization.
A LAN can be one of two types wired or wireless. While a wired LAN may use the Ethernet
cable to physically connect all the computers on the network , the wireless LAN on the other
hand uses radio waves for communication and eliminates the need for wires.
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Wide Area Network






Span a large geographic area such as a city, country, or even intercontinental
distances, using a communication channel that combines many types of media such as
telephone lines, cables, and air waves
The Internet is a public WAN, but organizations can also form private WANs, which
are basically two or more LANs connected to each other
A LAN can be easily connected to a WAN by using a special network device called
router.
WANs generally utilized different and much more expensive networking equipment
than LANs.

Metropolitan Area Network


A network that interconnects computers and other devices in a geographical area or
region larger than that covered by even a large LAN, but smaller than the area
covered by a WAN
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Usually not owned by a single individual or an organization but by either a
consortium of users or by a network service provider who sells the service to the
users.
A MAN is a high-speed network that allows sharing of regional resourse.

Campus/Corporate Area Network
•

A network created by interconnecting LANs within a limited geographical area

•

The network is almost entirely owned by the campus of an organization

•

The size of the area that CANs covers is larger than that of LANs and smaller than
that of MANs or WANs

Personal Area Network
•

A network designed for communication between computer devices such as mobile
computers, cell phones, and personal digital assistants (PDAs) that are close to one
person

•

The scope or the reach of a PAN is a few meters (less than 10 m)

Networking Devices








Hub
Repeaters
Switch
Bridge
Router
Gateway
Network Interface Card

Hub




Device to which different devices are connected so that they can communicate with
each other
When data packets arrive at a hub, it broadcasts them to all the devices connected to it
Not an intelligent device; its main function is to amplify the signal and broadcast them
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Repeaters and Switch




Repeaters regenerate incoming electrical, wireless, or optical signals
Switch is an intelligent device that can be used in all places where a hub is used
It has a switching table that stores the address of every
computer
or
device
connected to it and sends the data only to the destined device rather than broadcast the
data to all the devices connected to it.

Bridge
•

Device that connects two or more LANs

•

When a bridge receives data from one LAN to forward it to another LAN, it first
regenerates and then forwards it

Router
•

An intelligent device that routes data to destination computers

•

Basically used to connect two different networks like two LANs, two WANs, and a
LAN with WAN

•

Uses special software known as routing table that stores the addresses of devices
connected to the network

•

Routes the data packets between two networks based on the best possible path for fast
data transmission
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Gateway and Network Interface Card




Gateway is a very complicated networking device that is basically used to connect
two or more dissimilar networks that use entirely different protocols
Network services can be used through a Network Interface Card, also known as the
network adapter or the LAN card
Available in two varieties – wired and wireless

Open System Interconnection Model (OSI Model)
•

Given by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in 1984

•

An abstract model that provides a networking framework of standards to enable
diverse equipment and applications from different vendors to communicate with each
other.

•

Divides the complex task of computer-to-computer communications (also known as
internetworking) into a series of seven layers
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OSI Model
•

Application layer provides services to support end-user applications such as email,
file transfer, user interface, database access, and remote printer access
 Commonly used protocols include http, www, ftp, telnet, smtp

•

Presentation layer, also called the syntax layer, acts as a translator between the
application program and the network format
 Concerned with the syntax and semantics of the data to

be transmitted

 Also responsible for data compression
•

Session layer establishes, coordinates, manages, and terminates connections between
applications
 Also acts as a dialog controller to decide which device will be transmitted

•

Transport layer is responsible for reliable data transfer between two systems
 Also provides error control and flow control mechanisms

•

Network layer is in charge of all the addressing issues
 Accepts data packets, determines the best path, and sends the packets on that
route
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 Also manages network problems such as data congestion

•

Data link layer converts the data packets into a stream of 0s and 1s
 Also responsible for error control, flow control, and reliable data transfer
 Divided into two sub layers:
 Media access control (MAC) which controls how a computer can access data
and have permissions to transmit it
 Logical link control (LLC) performs error control and flow control functions

•

Physical layer converts the raw stream of bits into electrical signals, optical signals,
or electromagnetic signals depending on whether the underlying network uses a cable
circuit (using coaxial cable), fibre optic circuit, or microwave circuit, respectively
 Concerned with all the physical aspects of data transmission
 Establishes, maintains, and terminates physical connections between
computers
 Decides how many volts should be used to represent 0 and 1
 Decides how many bits should be transmitted in a second
 Decides the mode of data transmission
 Defines physical and electrical specifications for devices
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1.1 Operating system: an operating system is a group of computer programs which contra computer ‘s
resources such as the central processing unit(cpu), memory, and input and output devices and provides
users with an interface that makes it easy to use the computer.
It provides users with an environment through which they can execute programs conveniently and
efficiently.
The basic functions of an operating system are as follows:
Performs basic computer tasks: The operating system performs a computer’s basic tasks such as
managing peripheral devices keyboard, mouse, printer, and so on. The operating system available today
are based on the plug-and-play concept in which a new device when connected will be automatically
detected and configured without the user’s intervention.
Make computer easy to use: a computer system comprises one or more CPUs, memory, and I/O
devices such as hard disks, USB drives, printers, and terminals. To make computers easy to use and
manage, the operating system is added as a layer between the application programs and the computer
hardware. This shields the users and programmers from the complexities of the underlying hardware.

Manages computer’s resources: The operating system controls and efficiently utilizes hardware
components such as the CPU, memory, and I/O devices. It ensures that each program gets the
necessary resources it needs to maximize the functionality of the overall system. At a given
instant of time , it decides
(a) Which program will be executed by the CPU
(b) What all programs will be present in the memory, and
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(c) Which program will use the I/O devices
Provides user interface:The operating system enables users to easily interact with the computer
hardware. In general, users can interact with the computer system in two ways: command line
interface (CLI) and graphical user interface (GUI).
Provides applications programming interface:The operating system provides a consistent
application interface that ensures the applications developed on one computer also run on other
computers with the same or different hardware configuration.
Memory Management: Memory management refers to management of Primary Memory or
Main Memory. Main memory is a large array of words or bytes where each word or byte has its
own address.
Main memory provides a fast storage that can be accessed directly by the CPU. For a program to
be executed, it must in the main memory. An Operating System does the following activities for
memory management −


Keeps tracks of primary memory, i.e., what part of it are in use by whom, what part are
not in use.



In multiprogramming, the OS decides which process will get memory when and how
much.



Allocates the memory when a process requests it to do so.



De-allocates the memory when a process no longer needs it or has been terminated.

Processor Management: In multiprogramming environment, the OS decides which process gets
the processor when and for how much time. This function is called process scheduling. An
Operating System does the following activities for processor management −


Keeps tracks of processor and status of process. The program responsible for this task is
known as traffic controller.



Allocates the processor (CPU) to a process.



De-allocates processor when a process is no longer required.

Device Management: An Operating System manages device communication via their respective
drivers. It does the following activities for device management −


Keeps tracks of all devices. Program responsible for this task is known as the I/O
controller.



Decides which process gets the device when and for how much time.



Allocates the device in the efficient way.
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De-allocates devices.

File Management: A file system is normally organized into directories for easy navigation and
usage. These directories may contain files and other directions.
An Operating System does the following activities for file management −


Keeps track of information, location, uses, status etc. The collective facilities are often
known as file system.



Decides who gets the resources.



Allocates the resources.



De-allocates the resources.

Manages security: Computer system stores a large amount of data, which can be confidential
and very valuable to its users. To ensure privacy of the stored data, the operating system protects
the stored information from unauthorized users and denies them access to data.
1.2 Evolution of Operating Systems:
The evolution of operating system in a chronological order
Batch processing operating system: Batch processing operating system allow very limited or
no interaction between the users and the processors during the execution of work. Data and
programs that need to be processed are bundled and collected as a “batch” and executed together.

Batch processing operating system perform very well when a large amount of data or the process
is similar in nature. Batch processing is performed automatically without any user intervention.
The following were the typical problems with batch operating systems:


There was little or no interaction between the user and the job.
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The CPU remained idle most of the times as the speed of the I/O devices was far slower
than that of the CPU.
Assigning priorities to jobs was difficult.

Single-user Single-tasking Operating System: As the name indicates, single-user singletasking operating system allowed only one program to be executed at a time. They were designed
to enable a single user to do a single job effectively at any point of time. The plan OS for plam
handheld computers is an Example of a modern single-user single-tasking operating system.
Multiprogramming operating System: In the multiprogramming environment, more than one
job resides in the main memory so that when one job is busy with an I/O operations, the
operating system allocate the CPU to another job waiting for execution by the CPU. figure 8.4
(b) shows a multiprogramming system in which more than one job is in the main memory.
When job A is busy with some I/O operation, the operating systems allocate the CPU to job B to
enhance the utilization of the CPU. Jobs C and D are in the memory, waiting to be executed by
the CPU.

Single-user Multitasking Operating System: Single-user Multitasking operating system (a
form of multiprogramming) allows a single user to simultaneously perform several tasks. This is
the operating system normally used in our desktops and laptops. The single-user multitasking
operating system enhances the productivity of users, as they can complete more than one job at
the same time. Microsoft’s Windows and Apple’s macOS platforms are examples of single-user
multitasking operating systems.
Multi-user Multitasking Operating System: Multi-user operating system enables multiple
users on different computers to access a single system(with one operating system). In simple
terms, it allows more than one user to connect to the main computer to perform more than one
job at a time.
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Multi-user Multitasking Operating System is quite complicated, as it must efficiently manage the
jobs and resources required by the different users connected to it.
In multi user operating system (fig:8.6), each user accesses the same operating system from
different machines. This type of system is often used with mainframes and similar machines. If
the main system fails, it can affected several users.

Time –sharing operating system:
Time sharing is a logical extension of multiprogramming and enables multiple users to
simultaneously share the CPU’s time. Time –sharing system were developed to provide an
interactive use of computer systems by several users.
A time-sharing operating system makes use of CPU scheduling and multiprogramming to
provide each user with a small slot of the processor’s time for execution. When the time slot
allotted to a user’s job expires, the operating system allocates the CPU time to the next user on
the system.
The short period of time, which is usually between 10-100 ms, during which a user gets the CPU
is known as time slice or quantum.
In this figure , The CPU is shared among four users , of which two have been allotted the CPU;
after the time slot expires , user 3 will be given a chance to execute job
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Multiprocessing operating system: Multiprocessing means using two or more processors
within a single computer system. It refers to the coordinated processing of programs by more
than one processor.
In general, there are two types of multiprocessing systems: tightly coupled systems in which all
the processors share the same primary memory and loosely coupled systems in which each
processor has its own local memory.

Multiprocessing system that has two processors for carrying out arithmetic and logical
operations, two I/O processors for carrying out I/O operations concurrently, and a shared main
memory. Here, the operating system manages communication between the two processors.
Advantages:





Users can share resources.
If one processors fails, the other processor continue the operations
There is improved response time
There are less delays in data processing

Real-time operating system: A real-time operating system(RTOS) is a data processing system
in which the time interval required to process and respond to inputs is very small and highly
critical.
There are two types of real-time operating systems: hard real-time system and soft real-time
system. Ex: cell phones, air conditioners, digital homes, medical imaginary system.
Virtual machine operating system: Virtual Machine Operating System several users of a
computer to use it as if they are using it individually. Several operating system environments
can co-exist on the same computer.
1.3 Process management:
A process is a program in execution. Process management is an integral function of an operating
system. Process components include code, data, resource, and status of the process.
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A process is unit of work in the system. Such a system consists of a collection of processes, some
of which are operating system processes(those that execute system code) and the rest of which
are user processes (those that execute user code). All the processes can potentially execute
concurrently by multiplexing the CPU among them on a single CPU.
The operating system is responsible for following activities in connection with process
management:






Creating and deleting both user and system processes
Suspending and resuming processes
Providing mechanisms for process synchronization
Providing mechanisms for process communication
Providing mechanisms for deadlock handling

1.3.1 Process states:
A process states, which is defined as the current activity of the process, keeps changing as the
process is executed.

New: A process is in the new state when it is created.
Ready: The process is waiting to be assigned to a processor. Ready processes are waiting to
have the processor allocated to them by the operating system so that they can run. Process may
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come into this state after NEW state or while running it by but interrupted by the scheduler to
assign CPU to some other process.
Running: Once the process has been assigned to a processor by the OS scheduler, the process
state is set to running and the processor executes its instructions.
Waiting: Process moves into the waiting state if it needs to wait for a resource, such as waiting
for user input, or waiting for a file to become available.
Terminated: Once the process finishes its execution, or it is terminated by the operating system,
it is moved to the terminated state where it waits to be removed from main memory.
1.3.2 Process Control Block
As part of process management, the operating system allocates resources to processes, enables
different processes to share and exchange information. In order to do this, the operating system
maintains a data structure for each process that describes the state and resource ownership of that
process. Each process is represented in the operating system by a process control block also
called a task control block.

Process state: The state may be new, ready, running, waiting, halted, and so on.
Process number: Which identifies the process.
Pointer: It point to the PCB of other processes.
Program counter: The counter indicates the stores address of the next instruction to be executed
for this process.
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CPU registers: the registers vary in number and type, depending on the computer architecture.
They include accumulators, index registers, stack pointers, and general-purpose registers, plus
any condition-code information. Along with the program counter, this state information must be
saved, when an interrupt occurs, to allow the process to be continued correctly afterward.
Memory allocations: Memory allocation information may include such information as the value
of the base and limit registers, the page tables, or the segment tables, depending on the memory
system used by the operating system.
Event information: The information includes the amount of CPU and real time used, time
limits, account numbers, job or process numbers, and so on.
I/O status information: This information includes the list of I/O devices allocated to the
process, a list of open files, and so on.
1.3.3 Process Operations:
The processes in most systems can execute concurrently, and they may be created and deleted
dynamically. Thus, process operations mainly two types in operating system process creation
and process termination.
Process Creation:
Process is executing, it may request the operating system to create a new process. In such case ,
the process that requests the creation of a new process is called the parent process and the new
process is called the child process. Child process is also further create new processes, thereby
forming a hierarchical structure of processes.

When a process creates a new process, two possibilities exist in terms of execution:



The parent continues to execute concurrently with its children.
The parent waits until some or all of its children have terminated.
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There are also two possibilities in terms of the address space of the new process:



The child process is a duplicate of the parent process (it has the same program and data as
the parent the parent).
The child process has a new program loaded into it.

Process Termination: During process termination, it de-allocates and releases all the resources
allocated to the process that is being terminated. The termination of a process may be normal or
abnormal. In normal termination, the process is executed successfully, whereas in abnormal
termination, the process is terminated due to an error.
1.3.4 Process Scheduling or CPU Scheduling:
The act of determining which process is in the ready state, and should be moved to
the running state is known as Process Scheduling
The process scheduling is the activity of the process manager that handles the removal of the
running process from the CPU and the selection of another process on the basis of a particular
strategy.
Process scheduling is an essential part of a Multiprogramming operating systems. Such
operating systems allow more than one process to be loaded into the executable memory at a
time and the loaded process shares the CPU using time multiplexing.
They are two types of process scheduling
Preemptive scheduling: In Preemptive Scheduling, the tasks are mostly assigned with their
priorities. Sometimes it is important to run a task with a higher priority before another lower
priority task, even if the lower priority task is still running. The lower priority task holds for
some time and resumes when the higher priority task finishes its execution.
some of the preemptive scheduling are following:
First Come First Serve: First Come First Serve is the full form of FCFS. It is the easiest and
most simple CPU scheduling algorithm. In this type of algorithm, the process which requests the
CPU gets the CPU allocation first. This scheduling method can be managed with a FIFO queue.
As the process enters the ready queue, its PCB (Process Control Block) is linked with the tail of
the queue. So, when CPU becomes free, it should be assigned to the process at the beginning of
the queue.
Characteristics of FCFS method:




It offers non-preemptive and pre-emptive scheduling algorithm.
Jobs are always executed on a first-come, first-serve basis
It is easy to implement and use.
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However, this method is poor in performance, and the general wait time is quite high.

Round-Robin Scheduling: Round robin is the oldest, simplest scheduling algorithm. The name
of this algorithm comes from the round-robin principle, where each person gets an equal share of
something in turn. It is mostly used for scheduling algorithms in multitasking. This algorithm
method helps for starvation free execution of processes.
Characteristics of Round-Robin Scheduling




Round robin is a hybrid model which is clock-driven
Time slice should be minimum, which is assigned for a specific task to be processed.
However, it may vary for different processes.
It is a real time system which responds to the event within a specific time limit.

Shortest Job First : SJF is a full form of (Shortest job first) is a scheduling algorithm in which
the process with the shortest execution time should be selected for execution next. This
scheduling method can be preemptive or non-preemptive. It significantly reduces the average
waiting time for other processes awaiting execution.
Characteristics of SJF Scheduling






It is associated with each job as a unit of time to complete.
In this method, when the CPU is available, the next process or job with the shortest
completion time will be executed first.
It is Implemented with non-preemptive policy.
This algorithm method is useful for batch-type processing, where waiting for jobs to
complete is not critical.
It improves job output by offering shorter jobs, which should be executed first, which
mostly have a shorter turnaround time.

Non Preemptive scheduling: In this type of scheduling method, the CPU has been allocated to a
specific process. The process that keeps the CPU busy will release the CPU either by switching
context or terminating. It is the only method that can be used for various hardware platforms.
That's because it doesn't need special hardware (for example, a timer) like preemptive
scheduling.
1.3.5 Command Interpretation:
The command interpretation module (also called the command interpreter) of the operating
system provides a set of command that users can execute. These commands are often called
system calls. The command interpreter interprets the instruction and allocates the system’s
resources to handle the user’s request.
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The command interpreter can be broadly classified into two groups
1. CLI(command line interface)
2. GUI(graphical user interface)
Purpose of Command Interpreters
Command interpreters serve many purposes and are more useful than graphical user interfaces in
some cases. Details about these cases are given as follows:







Command interpreters have a large range of commands and queries available for different
operations. Also, it is much faster to type than to click as is done using graphical user
interfaces..
There are some systems that don’t have enough resources to support graphical user
interfaces. In those cases, command interpreters can be used.
Scientists and engineers often used command interpreters in scientific environments.
Technically advanced users also prefer command interpreters as compared to graphical
user interfaces.
People with visual disabilities use command interpreters as they cannot work with
graphical user interfaces. Commands and instructions can be displayed using braille
displays in command interpreters

1.3.5 Popular Operating System:
Microsoft DOS: Microsoft DOS is a non-graphical command line operating system , which was
introduced by Microsoft in August 1981. It was the first widely installed operating system in
personal computers in the 1980’s. MS-DOS was not only one of the operating system of that
time but was also easy to load and install. It requires neither much memory nor a very
sophisticated computer to run.
The following are some of the frequently used commands:








CD: to change the current directory
COPY: to copy a file
DEL: to delete a file
DIR: to list directory contents
EDIT: to start an editor to create or edit text files.
MKDIR: to create a new directory
RM: to remove directory
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Microsoft Windows:
Windows operating system was developed by Microsoft. It supports a GUI, which enables even
an inexperienced user to easily use a computer. It is single user multitasking operating system.
When developing this operating system, Microsoft designed two separate editions one suited for
home users and the other intended for information technology professionals, the home edition
supports more user functionalities and multimedia features but has limited support for security
and networking. The professional edition, on the other hand, is well suited for server
environment and has limited multimedia features but offers enhanced networking capability and
security.
















Windows 1.0: It released in NOV 1985, was not very popular as it lacked functionality.
Windows 2.0: It released in the 1987, it has achieved slightly more popularity than its
predecessor.
Windows 2.0.3: It released in JAN 1988, the offered an entirely different GUI look and
resulted
Windows 3.0: It released in 1990, this became the first edition to experience commercial
success by selling two million copies within the six months. Widows 3.0 had highly
improved user interface along with new multitasking capabilities.
Windows 3.1: It released in MAR 1992, which offered a facelift.
Windows NT: It released in JULY 1993, it became the first operating system to be
designed for a professional platform.
Windows 95: It released in AUG 1995, replacement for windows 3.1, it was the first
operating system by Microsoft to use the plug-and-play system. And it support for
preemptive multitasking.
Windows 98: It released in JUNE 1998, it was criticized for being slower and less
reliable.
Windows 2000: It released in Feb 2000, Microsoft brought out another professional
operating system known as windows 2000,
Window XP: It released in Oct 2001, which was based on the NT kernel and managed to
retain the extreme functionality of its home based professional.
Windows 7: It released in 2007, which widely used today, has advanced features for
touch, speech, and handwriting recognition.
Windows 8: It released in 2008, based on a touch-optimized user interface.
Windows 10: Window 10 is the latest operating system by Microsoft to be used on
personal computers, tablets, embedded devices, and internet of things (IoT) devices.
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UNIT-3

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

UNIX operating system: Unix is an operating system that was first developed in the 1960s by
Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie at Bell Laboratories. Since then it has been under constant
development. It is a stable multi-user multitasking operating system for servers, desktops, and
laptop computers. It was first operating system that was written in a higher language(C). unix
supports a GUI to provides an easy to use environment, it is made up of three parts: Kernel,
Shell, and files/processes.
Linux operating system: Linux is a very powerful, free, open source operating system based on
Unix. It was originally created by Linus Torvalds the assistance of developers from around the
globe. Users can freely download Linux from Internet and also make changes to it.
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